PIZZA CLASS
$55 PER PERSON
12 PERSON MIN | 20 PERSON MAX
2 HOUSE BEER OR WINE PER PERSON
ANTIPASTO PLATTER UPON ARRIVAL
2.5 HOURS

THE KITCHEN
PRIVATE COOKING
CLASSES

Bring your work colleagues or
friends for a night at your own
“Pizzeria”! This class is under the
direction of the Kitchen’s chef and
will include instruction on the full
process of making a pizza, from
handling dough to arranging the
toppings. Guests will roll out their
fully rested dough and use a
variety of sauces and toppings to
create an exciting array of options.
These creations will be shared
together at the end of the class
with a fresh green salad.

559 BROAD STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
860-727-8752
WWW.BILLINGSFORGEWORKS.ORG

DATE NIGHT

KIDS LEARN
HOME COOKING

$150 PER COUPLE
4 COUPLES MIN | 8 COUPLES MAX
MATCHING WINE AND CRAFT BEER
TASTINGS WILL BE SHARED
THROUGHOUT THE EVENING
3 HOURS

$65 PER PERSON
10 PERSON MIN | 18 PERSON MAX
AGES 9 – 14
2.5 HOURS

Bring your friend group of couples
and work together to create a
multi-course meal using seasonal
ingredients and classic
techniques. Tell us your interests
or food preferences and we will
create your amazing menu. Think
seasonally or Europe, Asia, South
America or the Middle East! A
great alternative to the home
dinner party, this interactive and
lighthearted evening culminates in
a sit down, candlelit dinner.
Do something different in
entertaining.

BOOKING FOR CLASSES IN 2019

Bring your friend group to bond
together or to celebrate your
special day. Learn to make classic
breakfast, dinner, and dessert
dishes that you can replicate at
home. Flip the perfect French
omelet, using a variety of fillings.
Move on to the classic spaghetti
and meatballs with garlic bread or
learn how to make a pan sautéed
chicken breast with a classic pan
sauce. Create the famous rich and
gooey chocolate Texas sheet cake.
Enjoy your creations together in
our café space with a drink from
our café menu. Let us create your
menu or come with your own
extraordinary party ideas!

KITCHEN BATTLE
$75 PER PERSON
12 PERSON MIN | 18 PERSON MAX
2 HOUSE BEER OR WINE PER PERSON
3 HOURS

No two classes are ever the same,
in this Iron Chef meets Chopped
cooking experience! What would
you do with a mystery basket full
of ingredients directly from the
market? Two or more groups will
gather and be divided into teams.
After examining the “Mystery
Basket”, teams will brainstorm and
strategize with a chef mentor.
Platters ready for presentation will
be judged and. shared by the
group, followed by coffee and a
Kitchen sweet. A perfect class for
teambuilding or a great alternative
to a cocktail party amongst
friends!

Contact us for your own cooking
class or party design. From round
the world cooking themes to
seasonally inspired savory and
baking classes, let us make your
next event truly special! We
provide everything you need in our
commercial kitchen and café
space. Have fun together while
learning new skills and enjoying
your results at our cafe tables.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO
BOOK A CLASS CONTACT:
SUE HAYES
CATERING SALES MANAGER
860-727-8752
SUE@THEKITCHENCATERING.ORG

